COSTS
The weekly rate is 125 euros, all inclusive (time slot 7.45 - 15.00).
The early exit rate (lunch excluded) is 90 euros (time slot 7.45 - 12.30)
Extratime service: with a daily fee of 10 euros it will be possible to stay up to 18, For those who
want to come to the farm only in the afternoon it is possible to register for the extra time shift,
the weekly rate is 95 euros from 12.30 to 18 (lunch included) and 50 euros from 15 to 18.
Registrations are limited, applications will be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis until the
maximum number of members is reached. Then a waiting list will be compiled in case of
cancellations.
CANCELLATIONS
In case of cancellation of the registration, written communication must be made by filling in the
appropriate form to be requested from the Farm:
-

Cancellation by May 30, 2020, the entire amount paid will be returned
Cancellation after May 30, 2020 50% of the fee will be refunded
Cancellation a week before the start of the shift, the entire sum will be retained

NB: in the event of any replacement from the waiting list, the entire sum will be refunded
TERM OF PAYMENT
Payment must be made in a single solution at the time of registration and is a seat guarantee. It is
possible to pay the fee in the following ways:
-

Check
Cash
ATM
bank transfer (presenting the receipt of payment)

The extratime service, for those who wish to use it, can also be paid day by day upon arrival at the
farm.
Bank details for bank transfer:
C / C made payable to
Valentini Stefano farm
Commercial Agricultural Bank of the Rep. San Marino Customs Agency
IBAN: SM 85 K 03034 09800 00 00 60161352
Reason: Name and Surname of the member and number of the shift (s)

